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Alpha fills the gap between
traditional relays and a PLC,
offering functionality and flexibility
but without unnecessary costs.
Alpha is capable of controlling new
processes from the start and can
process up to 200 function blocks in a
single program. Available functions
include; timer, counter, analogue
signal processor, calendar and clock.

Suitable for:
= Pump controllers
=Handling systems
=Door, gate and window controllers
=Heating, lighting & ventilation systems
= Alarm and security systems

For over 30 years, Mitsubishi has
been the leader in the compact
PLC market, selling over 10 million
FX controllers worldwide.
With compact dimensions and low
cost, FX3 opens up new applications
which can now benefit from the
many advantages of these controllers.
FX3 is the third generation family of
Mitsubishi compact PLCs, again
setting new standards - and not only
in the compact controllers class. In
fact, FX3 PLCs can now deliver the
type of performance that was
previously only found in much larger
control systems.

Worldwide compatibility
With a range of power supplies and
international standard approvals, FX
PLCs can be used all over the world.

Flexible solutions
Expansion & special function modules
can be used to configure a system to
suit your specific application.

Simple programming
Complex functions can be combined
& executed with a single instruction.

Compatibility
Each PLC in the FX family is different
& an independent product, but they
are still compatible with each other.

Mitsubishi PLC range overview

L-series is a powerful, mid-range
modular controller with a great
range of features built-in to the
CPU, including Ethernet and mini-
USB connectivity.
The CPU can also be supplemented
with up to 10 extension and special
function modules for additional digital
and analogue I/Os, highspeed
counters, communications, simple
motion etc.
The compact size, easy expandability,
networking capabilities, and multitude
of built-in high-powered functions
makes the L-series ideal for stand-
alone or larger network applications.

Mitsubishi GX Works2 is the
standard programming software
for all FX, L and Q-series PLCs. It
incorporates the ladder
programming style which will be
familiar to GX Developer users, &
conforms to the IEC 61131-3
global engineering standard.

GX Works2 supports all new
functions and modules, but is still
backwards compatable with GX
Developer to protect your existing
assets and programs.

The easy to use interface also
provides the freedom to choose a
programming style from ST
(Structured Text), SFC (Sequential
Function Chart), LD (Ladder
Diagram), IL (Instruction List) or
FDB (Function Block Diagram).

Mitsubishi Q-series allows users to
configure the best combination of
CPU, communication devices,
specialist control modules and
discreet I/O on a back-plane.
With a choice of basic and advanced
CPUs, specialist motion and process
controllers, users can select their
control philosophy, programming
concept and programming language –
all from a single platform.
Flexibility and scalability ensure that
Q-series offers a single automation
platform for individual machine or
integrated plant wide management.

Working through these 5 steps will
help you choose the most effective
PLC solution for your needs. Of
course, Step 6 should also be ‘Call
LC Automation on 01254 685900
and speak to one of our Technical
Support Engineers’.

FX3s

FX3G
FX3GE

FX3U
Alpha

Entry Level

Ideal for stand-
alone machines

and simple
automation tasks 

Compact range of PLCs with expansion 
and network capabilities, ideal for
performance critical applications

Suitable for more complex or 
high speed machines, possibly

utilising motion controllers

Expandable PLC capable of even 
the biggest process control tasks

Powerful, compact modular
controller with cost effective

motion control options

Compact, basic
controller for simple

machines and
building automation 

Mid-range High-end
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I/O

Network
options

Up to 8192

CC-Link/CC-Link IE/
ProfiBus/Modbus/Ethernet/

AS-interface/DeviceNet

24 to 4096

CC-Link/CC-Link IE/
Ethernet/SSCNETIII

16 to 256

CC-Link/Modbus/Ethernet/
SSCNETIII

14 to 128

CC-Link/Modbus/Ethernet

10 to 30

Modbus/Ethernet

Up to 24

AS-interface

Function/
Logic blocks

Modular 
Compact PLC

Compact PLC Modular PLC

FX3GC

FX3UC

L-series

Q-series Q-series
Safety

FX3 family – the world’s best selling PLC rangeAlpha Logic Block Mitsubishi L-series Mitsubishi Q-series

5 steps to specifying the
correct Mitsubishi PLC:

Mitsubishi GX Works2
programming software

What is the digital I/O
requirement for your machine
or process control system?

1

How many analogue or high
speed inputs do you need?2

Should you integrate simplified
servo or inverter control into
your controller? 

3

Will you need to use serial
communication or open field
networks?

4

Will data aquisition, storage or
visualisation benefit the user?5


